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    Is approved for use in all weapons 

    owned by the Federal Government of the  

United States of America. 

GUNZILLA 
   The 

    Worlds 
   Best CLP 
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Gunzilla Users 

 Gunzilla is currently being used by virtually every federal training center in the U.S. 
Government and virtually every federal agency. 

In addition, the FLETC training centers give speeches to other federal agencies on the many 
advantages of using Gunzilla. To our knowledge Gunzilla is the most endorsed and widely used 
CLP product for federal agencies in the United States. In Addition, we sell Gunzilla to over 200 
police department and military units deploying to combat. The biggest reasons given for using 
Gunzilla is improved weapon reliability, faster cleaning times, longer weapon life, no hazardous 
chemicals, and it saves money. Below is a list of all the federal agencies using Gunzilla: 

FLETC (Federal Law Enforcement Training Center) 

ICE (Immigrations & Customs Enforcement Training Center Fort Benning. 

ICE regional offices.  

FBI Training Centers. 

FBI Regional Offices 

Advanced Weapon Training Center. 
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Customs and Border Protection Regional Offices. 

U.S. Marshals Services.  

U.S. Park Services. 

U.S. Department of Interior.  

Homeland Security 

U.S. Department of justice.  

U.S.  Coast Guard.         

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Gunzilla is superior product and we prove it every day by number of people who come home 
from combat and claim Gunzilla is a life saving product. One commander told about 24 soldiers 
being pinned down by enemy fire for 3 1/2 hours in sand and not one weapon malfunctioned 
using Gunzilla. The commander claimed men in his honestly believe they are alive today 
because of Gunzilla. 
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 Carbon       Gunzilla Cleans Gunzilla saves money 
 Lead       Since Gunzilla cleans faster than traditional 
 Copper       products and it doesn't evaporate, Gunzilla  
 plastic wads      only requires 1/4 to 1/2 the liquid of traditional 
 Rust        cleaners.  
 Black powder 
 Stainless 
  Shotgun choke tubes and the M-16 bolt and gas tube area. 

 

With Gunzilla there is no need to purchase 2 or 3 different products to clean, lubricate and 
protect. 

Eliminate all the extra HAZMAT storage, shipping, handling and disposal charges. 

Removes the liability risk of a HAZMAT cleanup or fine. 

The Federal government is currently spending millions in HAZMAT fees and fines. 

Greatly reduces the potential short term and long term health risks associated with exposing 
employees and our troops to hazardous chemicals.  
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Gunzilla is superior at preventing rust because it removes surface rust prior to leaving the final 
protective coating. The slide shows how Gunzilla is 

 still preventing rust since June of 2005 and military  

CLP side rusted in 3 weeks.  Gunzilla can be used  

on any metal surface to clean and protect against  

corrosion. 

 

Removes rust, carbon, copper, lead, plastic and cleans corrosive ammo 

Rust surface comes right off; pitted rust may take several coats and require some agitation. 

Copper-some guns it comes right off some guns Gunzilla must be left overnight in  

weapon. Since Gunzilla doesn't evaporate only thin coating in the barrel is required. 

Lead – usually come right out once in a while Gunzilla must sit overnight. 

Plastic fouling (shotguns)-comes right off 
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Corrosive Ammo-let Gunzilla a sit for 20 minutes and then remove.  

With some corrosive primers the effectiveness of Gunzilla can be increased by 

 running a patch soaked in water over the parts first. Then clean with Gunzilla. 

Freeing a jammed weapon- in a matter of seconds Gunzilla will free up  

a weapon that is jammed by carbon, sand, dirt or rust. Faster after first cleaning.  

The second cleaning with Gunzilla will be faster than first because the fouling build-up will be 
reduced and it is easier for Gunzilla to clean the fouling once Gunzilla is coating the gun. 

Cleans, Lubricates and Protects 

Gunzilla is the only product needed to clean, lubricate and protect a gun from rust and corrosion. 

When the gun is clean it is wiped dry and Gunzilla leaves a slippery finish which is dry to touch. 
This slippery finish is the only lubrication and protection needed. If extra lubrication is required 
on moving parts then we recommend wetting a patch with Gunzilla and applying a thin coating 
over the area requiring extra lubrication. Drops of Gunzilla can be used if needed.  Gunzilla is a 
preferred lubrication over normal gun oils. 
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The slippery finish greatly reduced the attraction of the sand and dust because of the non-ionic 
coating Gunzilla leaves. This coating is so slippery it reduces carbon build-up and fouling. 
Because it is non-ionic Gunzilla also reduces the attraction and retention of particles to the 
weapon such as carbon, dust and sand. 

The lubrication in Gunzilla is more slippery than traditional gun oils. This allows the action 
parts to work smoother, quicker and cooler. 

Once a gun is cleaned with Gunzilla the next cleaning with water and oiling after cleaning.  
Gunzilla does it all in a one step process. 

Improved weapon reliability and increased the life of machine gun life. 

 Gunzilla had reduced weapon malfunction in Iraq by 75%. Many combat troops claim they 
have not had a maintenance related failure using only Gunzilla in combat. In addition, federal 
and state agencies are also seeing improved weapon reliability during re-qualification. 

The improved weapon reliability starts with Gunzilla thoroughly cleaning all the carbon out of 
the gun. Most cleaners soften carbon but Gunzilla breaks the bond of the carbon molecules and 
turns them into a sludge like liquid. Once clean, sand and carbon are less likely to become 
attached to the weapon because of the non-ionic coating Gunzilla leaves. With less sand and 
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carbon interfering with the lubrication and action parts of the guns they become more reliable.  
Gunzilla also increases the life of machine guns because it provides superior lubricating 
properties. The Gunzilla coating is actually more slippery than traditional gun oils. This reduces 
the friction between the action parts which reduces wear and allows for the longer life machine 
guns. 

The picture shows the attraction sand and carbon has oils and traditional cleaners. However, 
almost no sand is sticking to Gunzilla and coating is still providing needed lubrication. To obtain 
these results it is important to use only Gunzilla for cleaning, lubricating and protecting a 
weapon.  
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Superior lubricant and penetrating oil 

Gunzilla is thinner and more slippery than traditional gun oils. It also provides better long term 
lubrication because carbon, sand and other unwanted particles are less likely to become attached 
to Gunzilla. These particles are abrasive and can interfere with proper lubrication. 

Gunzilla also serves as great penetrating oil because it migrates through very small spaces. In 
the process Gunzilla is removing rust and freeing up stuck metal parts. 

Gunzilla is superior as a reloading lubricant because it is thin and very slippery. 

Made from Natural Based Materials 

Patent pending formula most cleaners use water or petroleum as a  

base and Gunzilla uses natural based products (plants). 

Gunzilla doesn`t freeze but it does turn into a light grease in the liquid  

form below 29 degrees. 

However the grease remains pliable so the weapon will continue to  

function in very cold temperatures (tested in 20 below). 
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If very cold operation is a concern then we recommend wiping the weapon dry. 

In the dry lubricating mode Gunzilla's coating is not affected by extreme cold. 

Contains no ingredients to alarm a drug sniffing dog.  

No Hazardous Chemical 

If a product contains hazardous chemicals it is regulated by the federal Government because it is 
or could be a health concern. 

Material safety data sheet (MSDS) lists the hazardous chemicals in a product and it also explains 
how to safely use, store and ship. 

Biodegradable, non-toxic, environmentally friendly, non-hazardous means very little. 

To be considered safe and non-regulated it must say ''contains no hazardous chemicals''. 
Potential fines for throwing away an empty container of hazardous chemicals in normal trash in 
some parts of the country is $5,000 to $30,000 per item. 

Fine for shipping a hazardous chemical by air and not marking it "hazardous" is $30,000. 
Gunzilla bottles are treated as normal trash. 
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Gunzilla can be carried on an airline (checked baggage) because it has no hazardous chemicals, 
is non-flammable and is non-corrosive.  Gunzilla is also air shipping safe and is not regulated by 
49 CFR pages 100-185. 

Why expose yourself, your employees or your agency to hazardous chemicals when you no 
longer need to?  
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